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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this note is to study the structure of all linear operators on 
matrices which preserve the generalized numerical range. The result generalizes V. J. 
Pellegrini’s determination of all linear operators preserving the classical numerical 
range in matrix version. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q= ‘I be the vector space of complex n-tuples with standard inner 
product (. , .), @ Y’Q: ” the rnth tensor product space over Q: “, H a subgroup 
of the symmetric group S,,, of degree m, and x: H + @ a linear character. 
The vector space 
c;(H)=S 
where 
is a subspace of 63 ;“C ” called the symmetry class of tensors over C ” 
associated with H and x. Elements of the form S( v,@ . . . 8 o,,,) are denoted 
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by 2‘* * . . . * c,,, and are called deuonlposablc elements of C !J( I1 ). The set of 
decomposal)le elements in CF( H) is denoted hy .Q. The standard innel 
product (. , . ) in C” induces an inner product in @ r( II ), given on tlecom - 
posable elements of C $( H ) 
u* = 11, * . * II,,,, c* = c, * f * c,,, E ,g 
I)Y 
( zI*,L)*) = &[(I,,, I:,,], 
where rl i : @ ,,, -* ,,, + C is the generalized matrix flurction defined as 
A E @ ,,I x ,,/ ) the vector space of VI x III complex matrices. 
Let A EQ:,,,,,, and let K( A ) be the induced matrix of A [I]. Regarded as 
a linear operator on @ J( H ), I<( A ) acts on decomposable elements according 
to the formula 
K(A)jv,* ... * u,,,) = Ac, * . . . * AC,,,, L‘ ,* ... *c,,,E.Cz. 
We defined the generalized decomposable numerical range of A associated 
with II and x to be the set 
W;(A) = ((K(A)u*, o*+* E 3, /1c*/1 = 1) 
in the complex plane. When m = 1, WT( A) is simply the classical nlumerical 
range 
W(A)= {(Ac,o)lcE@“, licll=I). 
Taking I-i = S,,, and x = sgn, the alternating character, we have that @ ;( I1 ) 
is the familiar exterior space A ;“C ‘I. In this case, we use the notation \V,,: ( A ) 
instead of W,z( A). In case x = 1, the identically 1 character [together with 
I1 = St,,, C r( H) is the mth symmetric space over C”], we adept the notation 
U’,,:( A ) instead of Wz( A). 
Marcus and Filippenko [2] have proved the following interesting rest&. 
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THEOREM [2]. Let 1 < 111 < n. A linear operutor 1’: C ,, x,, 4 C ,, x ,, sutis- 
f 1P’s 
w,,:(T(A)) =u’,,:(A) for ~11 A E C,, x ,, 
if unrl only if there exist u unitary matrix I! E C ,, XI, untl n conlplex ndh root 
of unity .$ such that 
(i) ?‘(A)=~U*AC1forullA~Q=,,.,,, or 
(ii) ?‘(A)=tCJ*A’C’foruZl A EC,,.,~. 
We remark that the formulation of W,,;(A) given by Marcus and 
Filippenko differs from ours by the scalar multiple /.$,,I = rn!. For the case 
m = n, the desired forms in the above theorem are sufficient but not 
necessary. We observe that, by a result of Marcus and Moyls [3], a linear 
operator T:C,,, +C,,.. satisfies W,,” (Z’(A)) = Ui,,* ( A) for all A E C ,1x ,, 
if and only if there exist nonsingular U, V E C ,, Xn with det( UV) = 1 such 
that 
(i) I‘( A) = UAV for all A E C,,X,,, or 
(ii) 1’(A) = CIA’V for all A EC,,~,,. 
Although the desired forms hold for UI < n but not when tn = n for the 
exterior space, the same desired forms hold for all 111 when the character of 
the symmetry class of tensors is identically 1, and the purpose of the present 
note is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. A linear operator T: C ,I XI, + C ,, XI, sutkfics 
W,;(7’(A)) =Yy,,(A) j-ball AE@,~,,, 
if and only if there exist a unitary matrix IT E @ ,I x,, and u complex mth root 
of unity E such that 
(i) T(A)=<U*AU~~~~~~AEC,,~,,, or 
(ii) T(A) = [U*A’Cr for all A EC,,.,,. 
Theorem 1 is a generalization of V. J. Pellegrini’s determination of all 
linear operators preserving the classical numerical range in matrix version [4]. 
Let H,,,,, and S,,,,, denote the real vector space of Hermitian and skew 
Hermitian matrices in C ,~ x ,, respectively. 
THEOREM 2. A linear operutor T: II,, x,, + H,, x,1 sutisfies 
Y,(T(A)) = W,,(A) forull A E H,,,,, 
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if and ordy if there exists u unitary matrix U E C,,.,, such that 
(i) 1’(A) = <U*AU for all A E H,,.,,, or 
(ii) T(A) = sU*ATU for all A E H,,,,,,, 
where .$ is 1 or - 1 when m is even, and [ is 1 when m is odd. 
THEOREM 3. A linear operator 1‘: S,, x ,I + S,, x,I satisj%s 
w,,:(W)) =WJA) for a11 A E S,, x ,, 
if and only if there exists a unitary matrix L: E C ,, x,, such that 
(i) 7’(A) = @J*AU for all A E S,,.,,, or 
(ii) 2’(A) = tU*A“U for all A E S,,,,,, 
where < is 1 or - 1 when m is even, and [ is 1 when nr is odd. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
The following lemma is a collection of some materials from [I]. 
LEMMA 1 [ 11. Let A E C ,, x,, with eigenualues X,, . . . , h,,. Assume that 
X = 1. 
(a) The complex numbers x’;‘, j = 1,. . . , n, are in the spectrum of K( A). 
(b) Zf K( A) is positive semidefinite (p.s.d.), then there exists a complex 
nlth root of unity 5 such that A = ED, where D is p.s.d. 
LEMMA 2 [6]. Let T: H,,,,, + H,,.,, be linear and map the cone of 
p.s.d. matrices onto itself. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix X E C ,,x,, 
such that 
(i) 7’(A) = X*AX for all A E H,,.,,, or 
(ii) ?‘(A) = X*A”‘X for all A E H,,,,,. 
LEMMA 3. Let T:C,,.,,+C,,.,, be linear and map the cone of p. s.d. 
matrices onto itself. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix X E C ,, x ,, SUCK 
that 
(i) I’( A) = X*AX for all A E C ,,X,,, or 
(ii) T(A)= X*ArX for all AEC,,.,,. 
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Proof. For any HE H,xn, H = H, - H, where H, and H, are p.s.d. 
Then T(H)=T(H,)-T(H,)EH,.,,, since T(H,), T(H,) are p.s.d. Then 
let F: H,,, + H,,, be such that Y?(H) = T(H) for all HE H,,,. It then 
maps the cone of p.s.d. matrices onto itself. By Lemma 2 there exists a 
nonsingular matrix X E C n x n such that (i) i;(A) = X*AX for all A E H,,, 
or (ii) ?(A)=X*ArX for all AEH,,~~. If AE@,~,,, then A=H+iG 
where H, G E H, x ,, For case (i) we have 
T(A)=T(H+iG)=T(H)+iT(G)=?(H)+i’l’(G) 
= X*HX + iX*GX = X*( H + iG)X = X*AX. 
Similarly ?‘(A) = X*R‘X for all A E C ,, x,, when case (ii) occurs. n 
LEMMA 4 [5]. Let 9 : C r( H ) + C F( H ) he linear. Then 
(a) (.Ypc*, v*) = 0 for all v* E 9 if and only if .2? = 0. 
(1)) (YL?*, v*) >, 0 for all v* E .9 if and only if 2 is p.s.d. 
LEMMA 5. Let T:C,,.,, +C,,.,, he a linear operator satisfying 
W,;@‘(A)) =W,(A) fora A E a:,,.,,. 
Then $ 
(a) T is nonsingular. 
(b) There exists a complex rnth root of unity < such that ?‘(I,,) = El,,. 
Proof. (a): If A E C ,) x,1 such that T(A) = 0, then W,l,( A) = WJ T( A)) 
= W,,;(O) = (0). H ence K(A) = 0 by Lemma 4(a), and hence A = 0 [ 11. 
(b): Since WJT(Z,,)) = WJZ,,) = {l}, we have (( K(T(Z,,)) - Z)v*, o*) = 0 
for all o* E 9, where I is the identity map on Cr( H). By Lemma 4(a) we 
have K(T( I,,)) = I. By Lemma l(b) there exists a complex 171th root of unity 
such that T( I,,) = [D, where D is p.s.d. Let h, > . . > A ,I > 0 be the 
eigenvalues of D. Then x’y, j = 1,. . . , n are in the spectrum of K(D) by 
Lemma l(a). Hence 
j=l >...> n. Then A j = 1 as X j > 0, j = 1,. . , n. Therefore D = I,,. n 
LEMMA 6. Let 7‘: H,,.,, + H,,.,, he a linear operator satisfying 
W,;(T(A)) =W,(A) for all A E H,,,,,. 
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(a) 7‘ is nofisinguhr. 
(1)) ?‘( I,, ) = E1,,, whew E is 1 or - 1 uhrn m is ecen, und .$ is 1 w/707 111 
is odd. 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 3. n 
3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Proof of Z’heorent 1. The conditions in Theorem 1 are clearly sufficient. 
For the purpose of establishing the necessity of conditions, we assume that 
U’,,:( ?‘( A )) = W,,(A) for all A E Q= ,, x,, and claim that there exists a complex 
?/zth root of unity t such that 57’ maps the cone of p.s.d. matrices onto itself. 
If that is true, then by Lemma 3, there exists a nonsingular matrix X E c ,, x ,, 
such that (1) (7’(A) = X*AX for all A E a=,,.,, or (2) <?‘(A) = X*A“X for all 
AEQ=,,.,,. By Lemma 5(b) we conclude that X is unitary. We are now going 
to prove our claim. 
Let AECu. be p.s.d. Then K(A) is also p.s.d. [l, p. 11191. Since 
U’,,( I’( A)) = W,,:(A), we conclude that K(2’( A)) is also p.s.d. by Lemma 
4(b). Under the assumption that x = 1, there exists a complex rtlth root of 
unity p such that 7’(A) = /3D, where D is p.s.d., 1)~ Lemma 1. In order to 
arrive at our claim, it suffices to show that ‘r’(A) = (D for all p.s.cl. A, where 
D is p.s.d. and 7‘( I,, ) = (Z,,. Let A be p.s.d. such that A is neither zero nor a 
sc::l:*r rrmltiple of I,,. Then 1,2 + A is p.s.d. We may assume that 1’( 1,, + A) is 
p.q.J. I)y the previous argument [for if 7‘(1,, + A) = (YD,, D, is p.s.d., and N 
i‘ a complex nlth root of unity, we may consider ? = n?‘ instead of 7’1. Then 
.$Z,, + PD = (El,, + PD )* = iI,, + PD, i.e., ([-E)1,,=(&/3)U. 
By Lemma 5(a) 2‘ is nonsingular and hence (i) 5 = g and p - p are both zero, 
or (ii) 5 - g and $ - p are both nonzero. For case (i), either (a) E = ,8 ( = I 1) 
or (I)) .$ = - /3 ( = f 1) will oc’cur, since E and p are the complex nlth roots 
of unity. Case (1~) is forbidden: otherwise ?‘( I,, + XA) = t( I,, ~ hD) and 
I,, - hD i\ indefinite for some positive X, but I,, + XA is p.s.d. for any 




By the nonsingularity of ?‘, 
which contradicts our assumption that A is not a scalar multiple of I,,. Hence 
case (ii) is also forbidden. Since A is arbitrary p.s.d. and is neither zero uor a 
scalar multiple of I,,, we cau conclude that there exists a complex rttth root of 
unity 5 such that 51’ maps the coue of p.s.d. matrices into itself. By Lemma 
5(a) 2’ is nonsingular, and hence W,l,( ?‘- ‘(A )) = W,,(A) for all A E C ), X ,,. By 
repeating the preceding argument, we conclude that there exists a complex 
tt,th root of unity 77 such that 01’ ’ maps the coue of p.s.d. matrices into 
itself. Hence ([‘I’)( qT ‘) maps the coue of p.s.d. matrices into itself. This 
forces 7j = < ‘, and we conclude that (E?‘) ’ maps the coue of p.s.d. matrices 
into itself. As a result, 51‘ maps the coue of p.s.d. matrices auto itself. n 
The proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are similar to that of Theorem 1 
(use Lemma 2 and Lemma 6 instead of Lemma 3 and L,emma 5), and we 
omit them. 
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